ECUR

Photo by Cécile Rosenstrauch

There will be a before and an after!
No matter where we are in the world, our society’s model is being
challenged. This season, fashion and textiles meet this challenge
and are divided into two major directions:
- The first direction takes a refuge/shelter spirit. It is intimate, serene
and expresses calm, peace and confidence.
A spirit of poetic, romantic innocence will ensure it’s even more gentle
and reassuring. Colours and materials are natural, pastel and the
starting point of creating eco-responsible collections.
- The other, more expressive direction is free from anxiety. Here,
everyone may express their personality and optimism in a joyous, festive
future. Inspiration is sourced from regional crafts and lost paradises,
featuring earthy colours dominated by scorched browns and greens.
On a more joyful note, bright colours and high-performance fabrics
ensure a safe and secure victory!

Photo by Cécile Rosenstrauch

ECUR

SECURE
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ESSENTIALS
#

timeless

authenticity
refuge
low profile
high performance
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Photo by Aude Vincent

COOEE design collection

Christophe Gernigon

ohmy/not just a label

Focus on timeless, essential authenticity. We dream of a simple life, a life lived in the
moment. A low-profile atmosphere where functionality and sustainability are more than
ever at the heart of our values. The garment becomes a refuge. Durable materials,
ethics and transparent production methods are more than ever essential. The urban
wardrobe is minimalised and designed in raw materials with workwear trims, finishes
and details. High-performance techniques provide protection to meet the demands
of everyday life.
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COLOURS

PANTONE 18-3916

PANTONE 14-4122

PANTONE 16-0000

PANTONE 14-0000

PANTONE 15-1430

PANTONE 12-2904

PANTONE 12-0910

Rock the Kasbah

PANTONE® 13-1105

Two clean, simple, timeless palettes mixed with touches of light, patinated
greys and pinkish earth tones.
- Palette of timeless beiges: blonde wood, greyish clay, warm beiges, light
taupey grey, high-tech steel and mineral shine
- Raw, organic blues: indigo, washed denim, blue dawn
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Monse

Veil Kimhékim by Michelle Duxuan

photo by Aude Vincent

Monse

Nehera

Carhartt

photo by Gregoire Alexandre

Daze magazine/heavy weather

FABRICS

Acne Studio

High quality fabrics are preferred for a natural look: organic linen, cotton, silk
and Tencel.
- A sophisticated rustic look with a soft touch: mock leno wool crepe/polyester twill/
basketweave macramé/clean wool + viscose/clean raw denim
- Oxford shirting/chambray/simplified poplin stripes and checks
- Natural blends: wool + silk/linen + cotton/cotton + recycled polyester
- High performance with recycled polyester: compact satin/air permeability/
parachute silk/sturdy ripstop/antibacterial tech, all in solid colours with metallic shine
- Supple jerseys, open-work knits, French terry
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PATTERNS

Abel Rodriguez

Linda Linko

Issey Miyake

Less is more, but sensitive and
refined.
- Discreet stripes
- Fine tone-on-tone checks
- Porcelain blues
- Clean bicolour geometrics
- Internet language prints
- Frozen and refracted prints
- Micro florals
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past&present

Photo by Cécile Rosenstrauch

softness
re-root
faith
refined D.I.Y.
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instagram@margauxdeureme
Photo by Cécile Rosenstrauch

Kresta design

Cecilie Bahnsen resort 21

Instagram @foodstylist kimeunah

Photo by Melanie Rey

An intense need to re-root ourselves in history. Poised between past and present,
here and elsewhere, adrift in a tranquil frame of mind, we dream about beauty that
heals, design that soothes and enriches our soul. Nourished by our local cultures and
traditions, a melodic ballad in a new vernacular is invented. Here we find perfection
in the imperfect, authenticity in spontaneity, and joy in innocence as we rediscover
faith in the goodness of humanity and reconnect with our communities.
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COLOURS

Spring & Summer 2022

PANTONE 15-4105

PANTONE 16-5515

PANTONE 18-1613

PANTONE 15-3507

PANTONE 11-0602

PANTONE 13-3207

PANTONE 15-1821

PANTONE® 12-0915

A delicate palette of soft, fresh, almost historical mid-tone pastels combined
with the delicacy of simple vintage tones that appear to be faded by the sun.
Pinks are important this season. They are fresh, occasionally regressive or
historical, and are completed by a soft, dusty lilac, a faded terracotta and a
bleached olive green.
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A pretty, refined mood in a romantic, grandma ’trousseau’ style. Textures are mixed
with jacquards from delicate vintage archives revisited and modernised.
- Openwork effects: delicate laces, broderie anglaise, swiss embroideries,
embroidered eyelet, guipure and laser cuts
- Crochet lace knits/raschel knits
- Seersuckers, crisp hands, striped and gingham jacquards
- Crepes, crepons in cotton + viscose/silk/rayon
- Delicate, vintage style jacquards, optical or mock solids: canvas/poly-cotton blends
- Silk effects and satin

Spring & Summer 2022

Berto

Tom Browne SS13

Sea RTW SS21

Simone Rocha RTW SS21

Franck & Eileen

Sea RTW SS21

FABRICS
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Studio loco

Closed mock up

Apparel Fabrics

An ode to historical knowledge, archives
and heritage.
- Little historical tapestry flowers
combined with geometric florals
- Enchanted herbariums
- Folky, vintage hand-painted effects
- Sweet figurative patterns
- Antique engraving inspiration

Photo by Mélanie Rey

Liberty

Melanie Rey

PATTERNS

Spring & Summer 2022
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Empyrean, Burning Man Temple by Renzo Verbeck & Sylvia Adrienne Lisse

PARADISES
#

utopia

altruism

elsewhere

(sm)art&craft
optimism
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Rodman Primack Mexico residence
Stones Garden by Mohammad Ahmed Ibrahim

Pinterest

Arconsati Ad France Arconsati/Ad france

Photo by Jackie Nickerson

Philippe model chair

Driven by the belief in a better elsewhere, inspiration comes from lost paradises,
like deserts or faraway islands with authentic culture, craft and inspirations. We find
ourselves dreaming of boundless horizons and seek an escape to exotic, far-off
regions. We learn the importance of community, the delight of living simply, and the
value of the spiritual over the material. A new more supportive, solar, communal Eden
in an explosion of good vibes, visual experimentations and ethical values.

Photo by Cécile Rosenstrauch

PARADISES
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Spring & Summer 2022

PANTONE 18-1535

PANTONE 13-4305

PANTONE 13-0946

PANTONE 17-2036

PANTONE 18-1022

PANTONE 18-5718

PANTONE 13-4404

PANTONE® 18-4434

Earthship by Mike Reynolds

A journey embracing a palette poised between authentic craft neutrals conjuring the
scorched earthy tones of islands and regenerative folk tones bursting with optimism.
- Authentic tones: dried stone, greyed jade, golden olive, skipper blue
- Saturated pigments and folk brights: scarlet red, powdery orchid, curry yellow,
bison brown, burnt henna
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Dior SS21

Isabel Marant men

Ale 2011

Alberta Ferretti

FABRICS

Craft Magazine WSJ

Spring & Summer 2022

Alberta Ferretti SS21

MSGM

Kenneth Ize

A desire for the handmade and authentic surfaces such as irregular jacquards and
yarn-dyed finishes. Raw effects and imperfections in a mix of upcycled fibres or
patched deadstock fabrics.
- Ethical fabrics sourced from natural or recycled fibres for easywear suits: linen,
cotton, bamboo paper, silk+cotton, polyester
- Soft quilted effects/washed brocades
- Raw aspects, rustic weaves: handwoven looks, macramé knits, raw silk,
arty cotton tweeds, marled and tie-dyed knits
- Jacquards from elsewhere, ‘handwoven’ blends or patched deadstock fabrics
- Fancy checks with raffia or paper yarns blended with cotton
- Handcrafted crochet/folk embroideries
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thecoolhour.com

PATTERNS

the cuting class

A tribute to elsewhere featuring
figurative references.
- Collage/oriental patchwork mixes
- Deckchair and folk stripes
- Pop and humorous lettering with
inclusive values
- Tie-dyed effects: stripes, checks,
tropical leaves and flowers
- Batiks, ikats, Amerindian rug inspiration
- Naive motifs: cactuses, palm trees,
flowers
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SHOW-OFF
#

excess

sensuality

Neon city on Behance

entertainment
daily bling
opulence
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Bottega Veneta

Saida Saetgareeva

Orville Peck

Tumblr@madkreator

Harley Davidson

Photo by Cécile Rosenstrauch

Free from anxiety…the way to feel alive!
Chromodynamics, opulence and energy expressed in a techno-luminous spirit.
Minimalism goes maximalist! Clean lines and sleek silhouettes burst forth in vibrant
colours and dynamic shapes influenced by 80s-90s design. Hovering between two
distinct styles: one pure, monochromatic and shiny, the other in a more glam, modern,
sexy spirit with provocative touches.

Photo by Christelle Tartivel

SHOW-OFF
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PANTONE 17-5641

PANTONE 16-4725

PANTONE 17-3940

PANTONE 19-3638

PANTONE 19-0303

PANTONE 15-1157

PANTONE 17-1463

PANTONE® 16-2124

A desire for vibrant, almost neon colours in two main palettes. First, a glam
range featuring bright warm reds ranging from pinkish tones to more orange
hues, and another, colder range of deep greens and intense blues,
occasionally taking a glittery direction.
- Artificial reds: focus on casino reds, flame oranges, glam pinks + gold
- Flashy high-performance cobalt, pool blues, green and a blazing yellow
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Versace AW2020

Magazine Elle Mexico

Bling visuals are dared to express inclusivity. Fluid, new-age synthetics and slinky,
silky looks are almost always shiny or shiny/matte.
- Wet-look blends, vinyl, PVC gloss, satin, light damasks, fine and stretch
jacquards, stretch cottons
- Shiny jerseys, spandex, nylon blend knits, weightless nylon jersey
- Laces, sinuous embroideries
- Decoration: sequins, fringes, pearls, glittery effects, lamé, metalised finishes
- Leather aspects or coated colored denim
- New age Airtech performance and innovative fabrics: light ripstops

Jil Sander/Vogue Italia

Voiment

Pop Magazine, Bottega

Jonathan Simkhai

Tom Ford SS21

Balmain

Peter Do

Burberry Spring 2021

FABRICS
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Palm Angels

Apparel Fabrics

Always opulent, visual and with lots of shine.
- Generous XXL coloured florals
- 3D-printed graphics
- Maximalist geometric/oversized colored
stripes
- Figurative patterns hailing from American
culture: Las Vegas and entertainment
influences
- Recoloured animal skins
- Bold, humorous texts/color-block art

MSGM

Etro

PATTERNS

Spring & Summer 2022
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SHOW-OFF

PANTONE®14-1309
13-1105

PANTONE®14-1309
12-0915

PANTONE®14-1309
18-4434

PANTONE®14-1309
16-2124

PANTONE 12-0910
14-1309

PANTONE 15-1821
14-1309

PANTONE 13-4404
14-1309

PANTONE 17-1463
14-1309

PANTONE 12-2904
14-1309

PANTONE 13-3207
14-1309

PANTONE 18-5718
14-1309

PANTONE 15-1157
14-1309

PANTONE 15-1430
14-1309

PANTONE 11-0602
14-1309

PANTONE 18-1022
14-1309

PANTONE 19-0303
14-1309

PANTONE 14-0000
14-1309

PANTONE 15-3507
14-1309

PANTONE 17-2036
14-1309

PANTONE 19-3638
14-1309

PANTONE 16-0000
14-1309

PANTONE 18-1613
14-1309

PANTONE 13-0946
14-1309

PANTONE 17-3940
14-1309

PANTONE 14-4122
14-1309

PANTONE 16-5515
14-1309

PANTONE 13-4305
14-1309

PANTONE 16-4725
14-1309

PANTONE 18-3916
14-1309

PANTONE 15-4105
14-1309

PANTONE 18-1535
14-1309

PANTONE 17-5641
14-1309

PANTONE® and other Pantone trademarks are the property of Pantone LLC. PANTONE Colors displayed here
may not match PANTONE-identified standards. Consult current PANTONE Color Publications for accurate color.
Pantone LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of X-Rite, Incorporated. © Pantone LLC, 2021. All rights reserved.
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DIRECTIONS TREND COMMITTEE
Since its foundation in 1998, the Directions Trend Committee has provided an invaluable research and
marketing tool to designers and garment professionals, helping them steer their designs and
manufacturing process in line with coming fashion seasons. The committee comprises of top trend
forecasters, selected by Messe Frankfurt (HK) Ltd based on their knowledge and wide experience in
all fields of fashion. They come from cities considered the fashion capitals of the major export markets
for international garment trade: New York, Milan, Paris and Tokyo. Each season, the committee
members combine their expertise and local influences to come up with the themes that tell the story
of tomorrow’s apparel fabric trends.

NELLYRODI™ AGENCY – PARIS, FRANCE

Founded in Paris in 1985, NellyRodi is a consulting
firm specialising in innovation and creativity.
Today based in Paris, Shanghai, Tokyo and New
York, it is an international reference for forecasting
the industrial and service sectors. NellyRodi coaches
and assists brands, investment funds, and collective
organisations in developing their strategy, marketing,
product and digital expertise.
NellyRodi has been established in China since 2002,
and Michael Bonzom is the Asia creative director.
www.nellyrodi.com

SACHIKO INOUE – TOKYO, JAPAN

Sachiko Inoue graduated from the International
Design and Art Institution in 1971, then worked for
various textile companies as a fashion and textile
forecaster. Currently, she offers consulting services,
including trend forecasts and individual guidance
for several key material producers, trading firms,
converters and fabric manufacturers in Japan. She
has also been involved in directing JFW (Japan
Fashion Week Organization)/Textile Div. in the
trend forecasting and textile consulting field in
both Japanese and overseas fairs.
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DONEGER CREATIVE SERVICES – NEW YORK, USA
Doneger Creative Services (DCS) is a leading
forecasting and creative consultancy at the
intersection of lifestyle and commerce. A division
of The Doneger Group, retail’s trusted advisor
and the global leader in merchandising strategies,
DCS has a unique perspective in blending breakthrough
creativity with commercial practicality. Their mission is to
provide design confidence through creative concepts,
hands-on inspiration and branding strategies to
bring great ideas to life. Kai Chow, Director of
DCS, leads a team of forecasters, concept designers,
trend analysts and branding strategists to inspire and
guide clients through designing products and brands
that make an impact.
www.doneger.com

ELEMENTI MODA – MILAN, ITALY

Elementi Moda has provided consultation services
since 1979 as well as styling and product design for
the international textile industry. Elementi Moda
organises trend conferences for international apparel
companies. It also provides extensive research and
development services for commercial textile products,
such as fibres, yarns, fabrics and knitwear. Creative
Director Ornella Bignami is a specialist in fibres,
colours, yarns and fabric developments for fashion
and home.
www.elementimoda.com
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Visit the Trend Forum at
Intertextile Shanghai Apparel Fabrics – Spring Edition

10 – 12 March, 2021
National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)

For further information please contact
Messe Frankfurt (HK) Ltd.
35/F, China Resources Building
26 Harbour Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong
textile@hongkong.messefrankfurt.com
www.messefrankfurt.com.hk

